Music Education in 2020

What Are We Learning?

Headlines from our Research Findings
The move to online music tuition due to the
coronavirus lockdown was a huge change in
how children and young people experience
singing and instrumental lessons. Wiltshire
Music Connect commissioned a research
project to capture the learning from this rapid
and unplanned change to understand how we
can best support and sustain music education
in the county.
Here are some of the key points from
the research:

32
interviews

53

questionnaire
responses

The majority of
questionnaire respondents
(65%) want to resume
face-to-face lessons ASAP.

19% of questionnaire
respondents would
definitely and 42% would
maybe like to have a mix
of face-to-face and online
tuition in the future.

Online tuition a good
alternative (but second
best compared to face-toface lessons).

Many became more
independent with some
aspects of learning
without their tutor in the
same room.

234
questionnaire
responses

from parents/carers

Technological challenges
were “minor niggles”.

Many wish to continue with
more time in their lives to
practise and play music.

More time to practise
and to explore new music
increased progression
for some.

Music helped wellbeing
during lockdown.

from children/
young people

8

written reflective
case studies

by co-researchers (all
Associate Providers)

Poor internet connection,
no access to digital
devices, family finances,
lack of motivation in
lockdown.

Some students with
SEND or mental health
needs found the online
environment difficult.
Reliance on verbal
instruction rather than
demonstrating techniques
or playing together was
difficult for some.

Lessons provided a
routine and opportunity for
social interaction outside
of family.
Playing music relieved
boredom. Music “takes
your mind off things” and
“makes you feel happy”.

Enjoyed being involved
in children’s learning
and developed more
understanding of what
music tuition entails.

Gratitude that tutors
offered online tuition and
that they adapted so
quickly.

Embraced using new
technology and different
ways of learning.

Children and
young people

Online tuition not positive
or possible for all.
with students having
online lessons

Most were positive about
trying online lessons and
quickly adapted.

Parents/carers

Most initially apprehensive
– but all now positive
about its effectiveness
at maintaining students’
learning.

Many tutors will continue
to offer online tuition for
some students in certain
circumstances.

None of our Associate
co-researchers had prior
experience of online
teaching.
Attentive to issues of
quality: a focus on
lessons being fun,
engaging and giving
students a sense of
achievement.

Tutors

Innovation and
creativity to adapt
content of lessons
and ways of teaching
for the online
environment.

Greater use of technology in their
teaching which tutors said would
continue when they resume faceto-face lessons.

For more detailed information about the research visit our website:
https://wiltshiremusicconnect.org.uk/what-are-we-learning/
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